Battlegroup 301 Incorporated - Renaissance & Transformation
Battlegroup 301 Incorporated is about renaissance and transformation in a strategic codevelopment program, with real world applications for resource, industry, technology and personnel
development. These endeavours are directed to revitalized nation building in alignment with
national, industry, enterprise and civil defence, with an emphasis on character development,
competence, leadership qualities and various opportunities and resources for citizens.
This foundation is essential with an initiative of this magnitude and the urgency of recruiting
potential candidates, training and deployment in a vast array of operations that may utilize and
build with the Executive Command Program for personnel development. The element of pro-active
and purposeful citizens, includes the focus on personal ethics and character based on integrity,
honesty and doing the right thing for the right reasons, is very important now.
Work, jobs, careers, contracts and enterprise opportunities may have a more expanded
perspective with an altruistic and energized experience. These experience may be amplified with
empowering belief structure, with an optimistic outlook, a greater vision and purpose. Individuals
can advance forward confidently with projects that are geared to challenging, productive and
profitable enterprise, products, projects, activities and services within an environment that
promotes true values, purposeful endeavours and the quality of character and life of individuals.
This continues on for families and the community.
The individual growth of abilities and natural talent, personality, character, learning, perspective
and awareness, in addition to opportunities and relationships can grow in greater value over time
with focus, applied effort and a more conducive environment and atmosphere. By being pro-active
and capitalizing on various environments and challenges, relevant experiences may help each
person to express the best of their abilities and character and increase their skill set, interests,
goals and aptitudes for greater opportunities of leadership, co-operative endeavours, individual
projects, mission tasking and service. Character in many ways is everything.
As anyone can choose to be actively forward looking, we can see that various opportunities that
may exist or be created are fundamental and beneficial to our needs, either individually, for a
group, enterprise, industry, community and country. Some possibilities and opportunities are very
down to earth, some are visionary, all can be very relevant, while others may offer something
simple and practical or even complex integrated systems. This can include general or advanced
technology, within a wide range of industries and offer plenty of room for challenge, reward,
success, advancement, achievement, competence and excellence.
Thinking and hands on work in any industry or enterprise, production, infrastructure, management,
economic systems, skilled trades and mission tasking, including civil service is essential. Learning
and development by doing is priceless. Opportunities for members, with disciplined faculties and
ethics geared to personal development, nation and community building in a constructive and even
combat capable environment has ideals of toughness and resolve that is resilient, resourceful and
indestructible. This recruiting and deployment process can prepare for greater things to follow.
Naturally, a self-sufficient autonomous individual is excellent, but any member with the added
access to a resource base and support network for enhanced logistics of overwhelming mission
tasking success is ideal, as this can add to efficient, effective and amplified actions. This
awareness is more like a multi-dimensional point of view, is essential, as we can zoom in on or
take a larger view, as we project or envision alternate realities. Alternate realities are something
we create with imagination, advance forward pro-actively and build into actuality. Individual
freedom, having optimism with personal responsibility and accountability working to build and
achieve great things together is a good start, as this helps us do certain specific things we are here
to achieve.
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This endeavour requires courageous citizens to express and redefine their character, leadership
and competence and degree of action. This endeavour represents boldness promoting unity in a
national perspective for enhanced industry, economic security and personal development, while
revitalizing the community in a nation building purpose. This includes individual growth to express
the best of of our character, personality and unique capabilities with new purpose and optimism.
Dream in classified, defend the kingdom, fortify the castle, make no excuses,
leave nothing to chance, succeed at mission tasking and explore a world without limits.
You already know what to do...
We know we encounter tough terrain everyday. We are confronted with the treason, fraud, crime
and genocide practiced by governments and globalism, that must end. We must redevelop and
rebuild the national dream, our industries, communities, factories to co-create new opportunities,
an alternate reality, with an kind of character, integrity and resolution that does not tarnish or
become corrupted by the corrosive acid of self destructive liberalism and associated freedom of
destruction. If you like to be constructive, optimistic and build things, join Battlegroup 301 today.
The integrity of the family is essential to society, as it is the building block of society. The values,
traditions, trades, skill and expertise is passed on in the family. Family wealth can be intergenerational. In enterprise we also have strategic jurisdictions and entities for operations and
transactional capabilities to make, protect and keep those assets in an environment that promotes
individual freedom, true values, family, wealth, health, free enterprise, opportunity, productivity,
prosperity, personal responsibility, accountability, vision and co-operation action. Our capacity to
contribute to the prosperity and wealth producing power of society, leads to a greater quality of life
and a more advanced civilization. As individuals and working together, each can build a family,
expand enterprise, enhance community life, revitalize industry, rebuild, redevelop and redeploy a
vast array of resources for Canada that includes the Canadian Industrial Base and Canadian
Defence Technology Industrial Base. This starts with a plan, a vision, ideas, values and goals.
We can eliminate or reduce the distractions and focus on what are the most important things, what
matters to each of us in our heart and soul. This may seem to be something larger than life,
something real, relevant, practical and visionary. Today and right now, that alternate reality we can
choose, the kind of future we envision, the real common wealth and opportunity to create and
experience that quality of life that is our ideal.
Right now, Battlegroup 301 Incorporated is recruiting pro-active individuals interested in:
- The Executive Command Program - Personal growth, character, leadership development ;
- The Industry & Enterprise Civil Defence Network - help, contribute or get help if you need it;
- The Civil Defence Network - for Defence, Veterans, Reserves, Nationalists & Citizens
- Advanced Projects: products, technology and enterprise development opportunities;
- A better quality of life, solid good paying jobs and careers with challenge and reward;
- A revitalized design engineering industry for Made in Canada & Product of Canada - eh!;
- A national vision for revitalized communities with economic, industry, enterprise & civil defence;
- Mission Tasking for Individual, community and national renaissance and transformation!
- Industry & Association Promotion - join the Royal Canadian Legion, the Air Force Association
of Canada, Industry and Trade Associations, get involved, make a difference!
- Canadian Industrial Base & Canadian Defence Technology Industrial Base, Technology
Demonstrator Program, Government Procurement & Bidding, Contracts and much more!
Now get your boots on and get with the program...
Battlegroup 301 Incorporated - pro-active national, industry, enterprise and civil defence
Oh Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
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